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Abstract: We investigated the reliability of fundamental movements in thirteen youth football
players (mean age = 16.8 ± 0.6 y). Following a habituation warm-up, players performed three
trials of stride-for-distance and bodyweight squats between two weeks. A motion tracking
device was used to measure stride distance and squat depth. The weekly mean changes in
mean and maximum performance were moderate for the stride (2.8%; 90% confidence interval:
1.1 to 4.5 and 3.6%; 2.1 to 5.2, respectively) and small for the squat (-2.7%; -12.3 to 7.9 and 3.3%;
-5.2 to 12.6). ICCs for stride mean and maximum performance were moderate (0.74; 0.43 to
0.90) and high (0.76; 0.46 to 0.90), respectively, and low for the squat (0.22; -0.27 to 0.61 and
0.42; -0.04 to 0.74, respectively). Typical errors for mean and maximum performance were
moderate for the stride (2.4%; 1.8 to 3.6 and 2.1%; 1.6 to 3.3, respectively) and large for the
squat (15.9%; 11.8 to 25.1 and 13.1%; 9.7 to 20.5, respectively). The motion tracking reliability
was encouraging in the stride. This finding warrants further investigation and consideration of
the stride test for use in applied practice with a group of youth footballers.
Keywords: movement screening, fundamental movement skills, biomechanics, test retest
reliability, motion tracking

1. Introduction
Fundamental movements are a crucial
component in the athletic development of
adolescents (Lloyd & Oliver, 2012). They
have been previously assessed in boys`
football academies using the Functional
Movement Screen (FMS™) (Portas et al.,
2016; Newton et al., 2017). A number of
limitations to the FMS™ have been
acknowledged, including the subjective and

categorical scoring system which reduces
the likelihood of determining minimum
practically
important
changes
in
performance (Wright & Chesterton, 2019).
To address the known issues in categorical
scale movement assessment tools, a novel
testing system (AMAT Performance) was
developed.
The AMAT system has demonstrated good
criterion validity for dynamic athletic
movements against manual measurements
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(Wijnbergen, 2019). The system has also
produced high static reliability using threedimensional video and skeletal tracking
algorithms (Wijnbergen, 2019). However,
large
within-session
variation
in
performance of fundamental movements
has been observed in academy footballers
(Laas et al., 2020). Laas et al., (2020)
recommended employing habituation in
future studies to reduce the variability in the
players` movement performance scores.
Short-term, between-session reliability of
test performance, which is a necessity for
monitoring changes in individual players
(Hopkins, 2000; Hurst et al., 2018), has not
previously been investigated using AMAT.
Reliability refers to the repeatability or
reproducibility of a measure (Hopkins,
2000). Common methods of testing
reliability are based on measures of relative
and absolute reliability (Atkinson & Nevill,
1998). Physical performance tests are
associated
with measurement
errors
comprising of two primary sources,
systematic bias and random error (Atkinson
& Nevill, 1998). Quantifying measurement
error can enable practitioner’s to make
better informed decisions about observed
changes in an individual`s performance,
upon
which
future
training
recommendations
can
be
based.
Practitioners could therefore use short-term
(between-session) reliability testing data as a
method for identifying the athletes`
individual performance changes. In the
current study, we aimed to establish the
between-week
reliability
of
two
fundamental movements (stride and back
squat) and to demonstrate a method of
using reliability data to report betweenweek individual changes in the movement
scores using motion tracking in youth male
footballers.

participated in this test-retest study. All
players were injury-free and medically
cleared to participate in training by the
club`s medical staff. Ethical release was
obtained
from Teesside University’s
Research
Ethics
committee
to
use
anonymised data provided by Pro Sport
Support Ltd. The study was conducted in
accordance with the declaration of Helsinki.
Methodology — After an equipment-free
habituation warm-up of three trials, the
players completed three trials of the stridefor-distance (left to right and right to left
leg) and the back squat test on the AMAT
system (Figure 1) during the 2017/18 preseason for two consecutive weeks. The
testing took place on Monday afternoons
during a gym session where the players
were split into two groups (first and second
year scholars). One group engaged in an
active recovery session while they were
individually asked to undertake the
movement testing, the other group
undertook a light strength training session.
Afterwards the two groups swapped
activities. The order of activities for the
groups was switched the following week.

2. Materials and Methods
Subjects — Thirteen under-18 football
players (age: 16.8 ± 0.6 y; stature: 180.5 ± 4.2
cm; body mass: 69.9 ± 8.1 kg) from a
category three club within the English Elite
Player Performance Plan (EPPP) system
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Figure 1. The stride (above) and squat
(below) testing on the AMAT system. In the
stride test, the players pushed off with one
leg, hopped as far as possible and landed on
the opposite leg (left to right leg and right to
left leg). In the squat, the players were
instructed to squat as deep as possible on
the squat saddle with control.
Players wore their normal indoor training
footwear and reflective markers were
attached to the middle of their shoelaces and
above the patella, as per the manufacturer’s
user guidelines (Figure 1). The tests started
and finished with an auditory cue from the
testing system, which was explained to the
players
beforehand.
The
maximum
movement performance outcome scores
were tracked by the 30 Hz depth sensor
camera (Kinect™ V2, Microsoft, USA)
(Figure 1). The stride performance was
measured as the front position of the
landing foot from the start position (mm,
measured in the anterior-posterior axis). The
squat performance (depth) was measured by
tracking the squat saddle marker, as the
marker`s maximum displacement of the
movement from the start to the bottom
position (mm, measured in the superiorinferior axis).
Statistical Analysis — The mean and the
maximum movement scores from the three
trials were assessed for reliability. In
addition, the stride of both sides (left to right
and right to left leg) were combined to
generate a composite performance indicator.
All data were log transformed and
subsequently back transformed to obtain a
percentage change for movement scores
during both weeks of testing. Paired
samples t-tests were used to evaluate the
systematic bias as the mean differences
between weeks. Random error was assessed
using the between-week typical error (i.e.
within-player
variation),
which
was
estimated as the standard deviation of
change scores divided by the square root of
2 (Hopkins, 2000). Random error was also
assessed using the intraclass correlation
coefficient (ICC; i.e. reproducibility of the

rank order of players) and calculated from a
2-way mixed-effects model (ICC3,1) (Shrout
& Fleiss, 1979). Uncertainty in all estimates
were expressed as 90% confidence intervals
(CI).
The magnitude of the between-week
changes was interpreted using standardised
thresholds for trivial, small, moderate, large,
very large differences, calculated as <0.2, 0.2,
0.6, 1.2 and 2.0 of the pooled between-player
standard deviations (Hopkins et al., 2009).
To assess the magnitude of typical error,
these thresholds were halved (Smith &
Hopkins, 2011). The qualitative inference for
the ICC3,1 was based on the following
thresholds: >0.99, extremely high; 0.99–0.90,
very high; 0.90–0.75, high; 0.75–0.50,
moderate; 0.50–0.20, low; <0.20, very low
(Malcata et al., 2014).
To establish reference values for the likely
range of a “true” between-week change in
stride and squat performance (i.e., free from
noise), we calculated 80%, 90%, 95% CI as
the product of the inverse Student’s tdistribution (two-tailed) and the standard
deviation of test-retest change scores. An
individual change was determined as both
“true” and substantial when the test 2–1
difference was greater than or equal to the
CI plus the typical error and the threshold
for a small effect (i.e., 0.2 between-player
SDs) (Hopkins, 2004).
3. Results
The weekly mean change in mean and
maximum
performance
scores
were
moderate for the stride and small for squats
(Table 1). This indicates that the potential
between-week learning effect was relatively
low for both tests. The ICCs for stride mean
and maximum performance were moderate
and high respectively, low for the squats
(Table 1). Thus, there was moderate to high
reproducibility of the rank order through
both testing sessions in the stride, but not
the squat. Typical errors for mean and
maximum performance were moderate for
the stride and large for the squat (Table 1).
These represent the random between-week,
within-player variability. The weekly
individual “true” changes were lower (Table
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2) and more frequent (Figure 2) for the
stride.

Table 1. Between-week reliability for the stride and squat mean and maximum scores (90% CI in
brackets).
Mean score
Stride
Squat
Mean change
Percent (%)

2.8 (1.1 to 4.5)

-2.7 (-12.3 to 7.9)

cm

6.1 (2.4 to 9.7)

-1.2 (-5.6 to 3.2)

Moderate

Small

Percent (%)

2.4 (1.8 to 3.6)

15.9 (11.8 to 25.1)

cm

5.2 (4.0 to 7.9)

6.3 (4.7 to 9.5)

Moderate

Large

0.74 (0.43 to 0.90)

0.22 (-0.27 to 0.61)

Moderate

Low

Stride

Squat

Percent (%)

3.6 (2.1 to 5.2)

3.3 (-5.2 to 12.6)

cm

8.3 (4.8 to 11.8)

1.4 (-2.6 to 5.5)

Moderate

Small

Percent (%)

2.1 (1.6 to 3.3)

13.1 (9.7 to 20.5)

cm

5.0 (3.8 to 7.6)

5.8 (4.4 to 8.8)

Moderate

Large

0.76 (0.46 to 0.90)

0.42 (-0.04 to 0.74)

High

Low

Qualitative Inference
Typical error

Qualitative Inference
ICC
Qualitative Inference
Maximum score
Mean change

Qualitative Inference
Typical error

Qualitative Inference
ICC
Qualitative Inference

ICC = Intraclass correlation coefficient; CI = confidence interval

Table 2. Between-week “true” changes in the stride and squat at three confidence limits (80%, 90%,
95%).
Confidence limits for an individual change
Performance measure
Stride (%)

Stride (cm)

Squat (%)

± 80%

± 90%

± 95%

Mean

4.6

6.0

7.4

Maximum

4.0

5.3

6.5

Mean

10.0

13.1

16.0

Maximum

9.6

12.6

15.4

Mean

30.5

40.1

49.0

Maximum

25.1

33.0

40.4
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Squat (cm)

Mean

12.1

15.9

19.4

Maximum

11.1

14.6

17.9

Figure 2. Individual player mean and maximum performance scores of three trials (cm) between week
1 and 2 for the squat and stride. “True” changes were defined when the weekly score difference was
greater or equal to the confidence interval plus the typical error and threshold of the smallest effect
(0.2 between-player SDs). The “true” changes were observed at different levels of confidence limits
using the transparency in blue horizontal lines.
scores (Table 1). The point estimate ICC
4. Discussion
(relative reliability) in the maximum stride
score showed high reliability (0.76). The
We aimed to establish the between-week
width of the confidence interval ranged
reliability and report individual changes of
from low to very high reliability (0.46 to
two fundamental movement tests using an
0.90; Table 1), which was influenced by a
objective
motion
tracking
system
small sample size and serves as a limitation
(Wijnbergen, 2019; Laas et al., 2020) in a
in this study. We also reported moderate
group of youth male footballers. The main
typical errors in the stride (2.1 to 2.4%;
finding of our study was that the stride
absolute reliability, Table 1), which were less
showed high reliability (ICC, 0.76), yet this
than previous research in hopping (3.5%)
was not evident for the squat.
(Reid et al., 2007). The relative and absolute
reliability for the squat were low (Table 1).
We reported moderate and small mean
The squat is dependent on several upper
systematic change in the stride and squat
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body, lower body and movement mechanics
factors (Myer et al., 2014) where
inconsistency in any of them during
different trials could have impacted the
reliability in the measured depth in our
study. The reliability was therefore
reassuring for the stride. The variation we
observed in this study was likely due to
biological factors, given the high reliability
of the technology we employed to measure
performance (Wijnbergen, 2019).

players in future studies, practitioners are
recommended to incorporate habituation
ideally on the testing equipment (Hurst et
al., 2018) and ensure sufficient recovery
between trials and tests (Reid et al., 2007).
Following the process highlighted in this
study, practitioners can track and determine
the players` “true” changes of performance
to the degree of chosen confidence.

We calculated several confidence limits with
the degrees of freedom of our sample size
and found more individual “true” changes
(i.e., noise free) with the stride than squat
test (Figure 2). The “true” changes in the
stride ranged from ~4 to ~7% (Table 2).
These were lower than have been previously
reported in hop tests (8.1%) (Reid et al.,
2007). With this method we demonstrated
how reliability data can be incorporated
within athlete monitoring to assist
practitioners in making informed decisions
about individual changes in performance.

The AMAT system showed highly
reproducible performance for the stride and
the reliability of the squat (i.e., depth) was
low. We also presented a method for using
reliability data to track individual changes
in test performance. The high reliability
(ICC, 0.76) of the stride test using the motion
tracking system serves as preliminary data,
and we recommend a larger sample size of
approximately 50 participants (Hopkins,
2000) in future, for conducting a definitive
trial.

We had some limitations with this study.
Firstly, we could not conduct player
habituation on the equipment due to the
time-restricted testing session we were
afforded. However, to help overcome this
issue the same movements and standardised
coaching cues were used during the
habituation warm-up as in the testing.
Secondly, this study of thirteen participants
was not sufficiently powered (Hopkins,
2000) to make substantive claims about
populations other than the one tested in this
study, although it has provided some
valuable preliminary insights. An increased
sample size from multiple clubs would have
been preferable to increase the statistical
power of the study and improve the
generalisability of these results for
practitioners.
5. Practical Applications.
Practitioners should look to assess reliability
in their environment and can follow the
methods outlined in this study. To increase
the reliability of the stride with a group of

6. Conclusions
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